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GreenMCMeds (GMCM) and its partners provides a reimbursemeent and process
management system that equips healthcare providers with the tools, data, and business
intelligence they need to reduce administrative costs and maximize revenue. The
platform enables providers to identify and recover underpayments, manage denials,
automate appeals and requests for additional information and successfully negotiate more
favorable payer contracts. Identify what are considered “Zero Balance” patient claims
(Facility considers Paid-In-Full).
GMCM' & Partners Offers:
• HIPPA Compliant Cloud-Based Web Solution
•

Electronic File Interfaces

•

Ability to manage the most complex contracts and reimbursement methodologies

•

Customizable and User-Friendly Screens

•

Contract Modeling Tool

•

Powerful Analytic Reports

•

24hour/7day Support

GMCM & Partners Recovery Process:
•

An appointed on-site representative(s) at site location to submit all appeals.

•

No one at anytime will contact any of your Payors outside of your

•

Contracted Appeals process, without your written consent.
No one will make any efforts to litigate with your Payors without your
written consent.
TRIAL PERIOD (Free Analysis)
*************************************************

Client Steps:
1. Upload sample 837/835 Electronic remittance file(s) (via Web Portal)
2. Upload PDF copy of a single payer contract (via Web Portal)
GMCM & Partners Will Provide:
1. Summarize all Under Payments for a single payer.
2. Our Contract Specialist will breakdown your contract identifying 5 major points of
concern.
3. Our group have partnerships with several hedge funds, including names like Merrill Lynch and
Morgan Stanley, willing to bid on the receivables found by our software. In most
cases a bid will made to purchase receivables within 72 hours.
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The software is a proprietary forensic auditing software program that identifies underpaid
and improperly denied insurance claims for medical institutions as they relate to the
contractual reimbursement covenants with their insurers.
Typical billing and collection protocol is bill, if a payment from Payors is made it is assumed to
be correct.
Our programmers and analysts understand the nuances of your contract with your insurer which
typically are intended either to deny, delay or minimize your reimbursement. Our partners have
experience as contract negotiators on the payor side and know the ins and outs of the language,
terms and reimbursement methodologies; therefore, we understand the algorithms and intentional
“contract confusions” that directly affect your reimbursement. This is what makes the software
unique!
Insurance contracts are confusing and designed to maximize the insurance companies profit, not
yours.
The software does not replace nor do we compete with your in-house or third party billing
efforts. Our analysts work with your existing billing team and protocols to increase your
collections based on our ability to (1) understand the legal issues in an insurance contract and (2)
use our analytics to identify your contract underpayments.
It is unfair to ask those who bill to be experts in reading and understanding contracts.
The software offers a free analysis of one insurance contract. It takes 30 minutes or less for a
billing person to upload their 835-electronic billing through our proprietary encryption platform
using the highest HIPPA standards. All we need at this point is an email with one insurance
contract to read and upload to our system. Both parties sign a BAA giving us the legal right to
evaluate the insurance company’s payments to the facility. Once given the proper electronic
files we normally have results in 2-3 days.
This is not an evaluation of the current billing people but rather a forensic analysis of your
insurance payments.
The software, upon completion of the analysis of the one insurance contract, will provide
the hospital with a report showing the discrepancies in underpayments after taking out
patient liability and previous insurance payments. We will also provide a study that will
evaluate the probability of collection of the underpayments.
GreenMCMeds, a partner of the software provider, provides services that will further
enhance your reimbursements. These options can be explored once we prove the
value of the software analytics.
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ZERO-BALANCE ACQUISITIONS
We pay cash upfront for your 6-month old + ZERO balance paid claims!
The software specializes specifically on the 6 months old and older, zero balance accounts
for hospitals and Surgery Centers. Our team of auditors use a proprietary process to identify
underpaid claims from all insurance companies you are contracted with. The only outcome
when working with GMCM and our partners is adding hundreds of thousands but most
likely MILLIONS of dollars to your bottom line instantly!
ü No Cost To You
ü Get Paid in 14 days or less On The Under Payments Identified
ü Minimal Time Required From Your Staff
ü Non-Threatening Appeals Process To Collect Your Under Payments
ü We Find Over 12% Of Claims Are Incorrectly Paid From Our Audit

"Medical practices in the United States are losing over
$120 billion dollars every year due to underpaid and improperly
denied insurance claims."
The software will perform the audit at no cost to our client. It takes 30 minutes or less for
someone in the billing department to upload their 835-electronic billing through our
proprietary encryption platform using the highest HIPAA standards. All that's needed at this
point is an email with one insurance contract to read and upload to our system. Both parties
sign a BAA giving us the legal right to evaluate the insurance company’s payments to the
facility. Once given the proper electronic files we normally have results in 2-3 days.

This is not an evaluation on who currently handles your billing but rather a
forensic analysis of your insurance payments.
GMCM, upon completion of the audit, will provide the hospital with a report showing the
discrepancies in underpayments after taking out patient liability and previous insurance
payments.
Finally, GMCM and its partners will provide an upfront payment prior to starting the appeals
process. Once collected all under payments, a payment of the remaining balance from the total
amount collected.
The software does not replace nor does it compete with your in-house or third-party billing
efforts. Our analysts work with your existing billing team and protocols to increase your
collections based on our ability to (1) understand the legal issues in an insurance contract and
(2) use our analytics to identify your contract underpayments.

